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BORDEAUX - 22 September 

Race 1 

1. DAYSHANN - Well-bred debutant by Golden Horn. Bold bid expected.  

2. WONDERZAIN - Unraced colt by Youmzain. Interesting if the market speaks 

positively.  

3. POMAHAKA - Unraced colt by Wootton Bassett for a trainer going nicely. 

Leading player.  

4. COSY - Two-year-old gelding by Olympic Glory. Looks one for further down 

the line.  

5. L'AMOUR CODE - First race starter by Zoffany who requires a market-check.  

6. ALLSET - Two-year-old colt by Anodin making his debut. Market-check 

required.  

Summary 

POMAHAKA (3) is a colt by Wootton Bassett for a trainer going nicely. Likely to 

be primed to run a big race on debut. Leading player. ALLSET (6) is a two-year-

old colt by Anodinon on first outing. One of two contenders for trainer 

Christophe Ferland and a market-check is required. DAYSHANN (1) is a well-

bred colt by Golden Horn from Dayita. Making first start and can't be ruled out 

especially if market-vibes are strong. L'AMOUR CODE (5) is respected from 

the Jean-Claude Rouget yard and WONDERZAIN (2) can show up well on first 

attempt. 

Selections 

POMAHAKA (3) - ALLSET (6) - DAYSHANN (1) - L'AMOUR CODE (5) - 

WONDERZAIN (2)  
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Race 3 

1. SAINT MORITZ - Well-bred debutante filly by Olympic Glory. Watch betting.  

2. BAKKANO - Unraced filly by Excelebration who requires a market-check on 

debut.  

3. MULLING IT OVER - Dream Ahead filly who may be best watched on debut.  

4. DIVINE SENSATION - First race starter by Anodin worth a market-check for 

in form stable.  

5. DREAM IN MY HEAD - Well-bred Golden Horn filly making her debut. 

Market-check required.  

6. CRYSTAL LADY - Unraced filly by French Fifteen who faces a tough task 

on debut.  

7. VALLEE D'ENFER - Daughter of Footstepsinthesand. Keep safe on debut.  

8. CORCHUELA - Filly by Barnaby. Market-check required.  

9. PENJA - First race starter by Camelot out of Just With You. Chance if fit 

enough on debut.  

10. SHADOW - Daughter of Anodin who makes her debut for a well respected 

yard. Player.  

11. UNRUFFLED - Daughter of Wootton Bassett who may need this run first 

time out.  

Summary 

No form to go on here with the entire field making their debut. SHADOW (10) 

is a filly by Anodin out of Featherquest. Respect racing for the in-form 

Christophe Ferland stable. Likely to prove fit enough on her first career outing 

and a bold bid can be expected. Yet to race filly BAKKANO (2) is by 

Excelebration. Market-check required. DREAM IN MY HEAD (5) is a well-bred 

filly and expensive purchase. Can't be ruled out if fit enough on initial outing. 

DIVINE SENSATION (4) and SAINT MORITZ (1) have place claims. 

Selections 

SHADOW (10) - BAKKANO (2) - DREAM IN MY HEAD (5) - DIVINE 

SENSATION (4) - SAINT MORITZ (1)  
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Race 4 

1. HILAL AL CHAM - Runner-up beaten 0.8L in a G3 over 1600m at Toulouse 

in May. Place.  

2. SHADAD - Fourth over 1600m at Mont-De-Marsan. Proven over this trip. 

Each-way.  

3. SHALAA - Returns from a break after finishing fifth over 2000m in a G1 at 

Deauville. Bold show expected fresh.  

4. DERYAN - Returns from an absence. Scored by a long-neck in a G1 over 

2000m Deauville in June. Leading player.  

5. KANAAN - Struggled in a G1 at Longchamp over 2000m latest. Others 

preferred.  

6. NATALMA AL MAURY - Needs to improve to find the frame.  

Summary 

SHALAA (3) returns from a break after finishing fifth over 2000m in a G1 at 

Deauville. Goes well fresh and a bold show is expected. DERYAN (4) also 

resumes from an absence. Scored by a long-neck a 2000m G1 at Deauville. 

Leading player. HILAL AL CHAM (1) made an eye-catching reappearance 

finishing runner-up beaten 0.8L in a G3 over 1600m at Toulouse before 

disappointing when fifth at Mont-De-Marsan. Place claims if bouncing back. 

NATALMA AL MAURY (6) completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

SHALAA (3) - DERYAN (4) - HILAL AL CHAM (1) - NATALMA AL MAURY 

(6)  
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Race 6 

1. KING MONLAU - Beaten 4L into sixth over 2700m at Waregem latest. Bold 

bid expected.  

2. FAKIR DU POUY - Well-beaten at Deauville last start. Others preferred.  

3. BARADA AL CHAM - Lightly raced type who’s progressing well. 3L third 

over 1600m at Mont-De-Marsan latest. Each-way.  

4. GOHAR DU BREUIL - Improvement needed on recent fourth at Dax. Best 

watched.  

5. NAYAR ATHBAH - Seven raced maiden. Place claims at best.  

6. GHASSAN DE MONTAMEL - Well-beaten when eighth over 1600m at 

Royan latest. Claims if running to form of Pompadour second two starts back.  

7. GENERAL SCOOT - Needs to improve on recent form shown.  

8. GHAFFAR DE BRUGERE - Well-beaten at Dax latest. This looks a tougher 

assignment. Look elsewhere.  

9. MZOON - 8L seventh over 1600m at La Teste De Buch was promising. Can’t 

be ruled out .  

10. BAHJAH - Third at Royan last start. Further progress needed to be 

involved.  

11. FARAJ AL CHAM - Five-year-old entire by Azadi making his debut. Market-

check required.  

12. SYRIAZAH - Well fancied when beaten 16L at Royan on debut. Capable of 

better. Player .  

Summary 

GHASSAN DE MONTAMEL (6) remains a maiden after ten attempts but 

finished runner-up at Pompadour two starts back. Finished eighth when well-

beaten at Royan though does hold leading claims of bouncing back. SYRIAZAH 

(12) was well fancied in the market when beaten 16L over 1600m into last on 

debut at Royan. Clearly better was expected that day and no surprise to see 

her improve. Can’t be ruled out. MZOON (9) was beaten 8L over 1600m when 

finishing seventh at La Teste La Buch. Place claims if building on that. FARAJ 

AL CHAM (11) requires a market-check on debut. 
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Selections 

GHASSAN DE MONTAMEL (6) - SYRIAZAH (12) - MZOON (9) - FARAJ AL 

CHAM (11)  
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Race 7 

1. CAFE SAIGON - 2.5L fifth over 2000m at La Teste De Buch in September. 

Lightly raced and progressing well. Bold bid expected.  

2. KAHUNA - Finished fourth when beaten 1.2L over 1900m at Deauville AW. 

Place claims.  

3. HASEEFAH - Runner-up beaten 0.8L over 1900m at La Teste De Buch 

latest. Up in the weights. Leading player.  

4. SPATIAL MERIT - Beaten 6L when seventh at Saint Cloud over 1600m. 

Can't discount on that effort.  

5. RECUERDA - Improvement needed on recent 13L ninth over 1600m at La 

Teste De Buch. 

6. RUZZINI - Lightly raced gelding. 16L thirteenth over 2500m at Deauville last 

start. This rates easier. Bold bid expected.  

7. NON MONSIEUR - Beaten 3L into sixth over 2000m at La Teste De Buch. 

Keep safe.  

8. MANDCHOURIA - Hard to recommend on what she's shown so far. Others 

preferred.  

9. ARMORIGENE - Remains a maiden after fifteen attempts. Place claims at 

best.  

10. MAESTRO CHOP - One win from sixteen career starts. Progress required.  

11. PEPI PINCEL - Fourth at Dax beaten 1.2L over 2300m. Well-drawn and 

drops in trip. Player.  

12. ROSELANE - Inconsistent type who needs to progress for the drop in trip. 

Look elsewhere.  

Summary 

HASEEFAH (3) finished runner-up beaten 0.8L over 1900m at La Teste De 

Buch. Up in the weights and rates a leading player in this contest. RUZZINI (6) 

is a lightly raced gelding. Finished 16L thirteenth over 2500m at Deauville. This 

rates easier and a bold bid expected. PEPI PINCEL (11) finished fourth at Dax 

when beaten 1.2L over 2300m. Well-drawn and drop in trip to bring about 

further improvement. Can't be ruled out. SPATIAL MERIT (4) and 

ARMORIGENE (9) are considered. 
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Selections 

HASEEFAH (3) - RUZZINI (6) - PEPI PINCEL (11) - SPATIAL MERIT (4) - 

ARMORIGENE (9)  
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Race 8 

1. STUNNER - Third of eight beaten a head over 2400m at Vichy in July. 

Leading player for in form stable.  

2. FATEN - 4L sixth over 2200m at Clairefontaine. Place claims.  

3. COCO CALINE - Should strip fitter for 3L seventh at La Teste De Buch. Up 

in trip and down in the weights. Place.  

4. LLOYD - Recent form needs improving on. Dangerous if bouncing back.  

5. OVIEDO - Recent form is uninspiring. Prefer to look elsewhere.  

6. MABAWI - Beaten 0.5L into third over 2000m at Saint Cloud. Lightly raced 

and further progress expected.  

7. BEST WIN - Scored by 5.5L over 2400m at Clairefontaine latest. Prior to that 

she was runner-up at the same track. Progressive and bold bid expected.  

8. VA S'Y MIX - Progressive colt beaten 3.5L into eighth over 2000m at Saint 

Cloud. Each-way.  

Summary 

BEST WIN (7) finished runner-up at Clairefontaine on debut before going one 

place better scoring by 5.5L over 2400m at the same track. Further progress 

looks likely and expect a bold bid. STUNNER (1) was third of eight beaten a 

head over 2400m at Vichy. Leading player for an in form stable. LLOYD (4) is 

in good form with three wins from nine career starts. Keep safe. MABAWI (6) 

and FATEN (2) are each-way candidates. 

Selections 

BEST WIN (7) - STUNNER (1) - LLOYD (4) - MABAWI (6) - FATEN (2) 


